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Introduction
Environmental issues have become an essential part of
education as they affect our daily lives and the future health
of our planet. Endangered species have now been given
more focus as we have now realised that through
endangerment or extinction, other organisms are directly
and indirectly affected. We as humans are part of the
ultimate web of life, and what happens to one part of the
ecosystem, can ultimately happen to us.
It is important for people to understand the process of
endangerment and how it affects a species and essentially the
whole environment. Painted dogs are a critically endangered
carnivore found in several countries in Africa. Painted dogs
are a top order predator and they play a very important role
in the eco system.
This activity booklet will help you and others to learn about painted
dogs and give you the opportunity to help save a species…..
It’s up to all of us
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Hello, my name is Hamuka.
I am known as a painted dog as I have
a very beautiful coat. You can
recognise me by my coat pattern as it
is different to other painted dogs.
No two dogs look the same, not even
my brothers, sisters or I. We have
black markings with a black stripe on
our heads and a white patch at the
end of our tail.
Did you know that painted dog puppies
are born with black and white coats?
After fourteen weeks, our coats
begin to change colour to gold, black,
white and tan.
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Although I am called a dog, I am not
related to pet dogs. Pet dogs have
five toes while I only have four!
Male and female painted dogs look
similar, we are the same size with a
bushy tail and long legs. Adults weigh
between twenty and thirty five
kilograms and measure seventy to
eighty centimetres in height.
We all have big, rounded ears which
help us to hear very well. If you stand
close to me, you can smell
my musky scent.
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I live in a group which is called a pack.
One pack can have as many as forty
nine members but due to poaching,
packs are now much smaller.
Pack members hunt together and help
to rear, feed and guard the puppies.
The leading female, also known as
the alpha female, has the puppies.
Painted dogs can live for five to ten
years but because of poaching, many
of us die by the age of three
or four years!
Pack members take care of each
other. When one of us is sick, injured
or old, the other pack members will
look after us.
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I am a carnivore. My pack and I hunt
together, we don‟t scavenge for food.
We hunt in the early morning or late
afternoon. During the heat of the
day, we rest in a cool and shady place.
We can reach speeds of up to sixty
five kilometres an hour when chasing
our prey. After killing our prey, we
eat it quickly so that lions and hyenas
can‟t steal our food. We can eat an
impala in less than ten minutes!
We share our kill without fighting and
puppies always feed first. Many other
carnivores feed their young last!
Lions and hyenas try to steal our food
and may also kill our puppies and even
adult dogs!
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We breed at the coldest time of the
year. A pack produces one litter of
two to eighteen puppies a year. After
nine weeks gestation, the alpha
female gives birth in a den.
The pups suckle for three weeks.
After this time, they start to eat
solid food which the pack members
regurgitate for them.
When the pups are about twelve
weeks old, they will leave the den and
follow the pack. At the age of two to
three years, puppies are considered
to be adults. They will leave their
family to form their own pack and
have puppies themselves.
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Painted dogs are not seen many times
in one place because we are nomadic.
Did you know that we have home
ranges as large as 750 square
kilometres?!
Because we often walk or run thirty
kilometres on a single day, people
sometimes think there are a lot of us
in an area. In fact, it is often the
same pack seen in many different
places on the same day.
If you are lucky and happen to see me
or one of my brothers or sisters in
Africa, please report this to the
Painted Dog Conservation Project.
You don‟t have to be afraid of me, as
painted dogs do not attack humans.
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Even if you don‟t see me, you can find
out if I have been somewhere, as I
will leave droppings and tracks behind.
My footprints are often seen on
sandy or muddy roads in national
parks.
Wherever you find my footprints, you
are also likely to find my droppings.
They are black and long in shape, are
full of hairs and have a strong tar-like
smell.
Sometimes you can also hear me
calling. I have many different calls,
some of which even sound like birds!
The call that is most known is the
„HOO‟ call. It can be heard many
kilometres away!
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Unfortunately I am one of the most
endangered animals in the world!
A hundred years ago there were more
than 500,000 painted dogs spread
over thirty nine countries in Africa.
Now there are only 3,000 painted
dogs left, spread over fourteen
African countries! We have
disappeared from many countries in
which we previously existed.
Most painted dogs live in Zimbabwe,
Tanzania, Botswana and South Africa.
Less than 750 painted dogs are left in
Zimbabwe, most of the Zimbabwean
painted dogs live around Hwange
National Park, the Zambezi Valley
and Gonarezhou.
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We are endangered because we are
killed by humans. Unfortunately there
are some people who poach animals.
Painted dogs get caught in poacher‟s
traps and snares and die.
Careless drivers also kill us on the
road when driving too fast. Look out
for road signs in Africa warning you
that we are around, and ask your
driver to slow down.
Farmers sometimes shoot painted
dogs and dig the puppies out from the
den! Some farmers believe that we
kill their cattle. We prefer natural
foods, like impala, kudu and duiker,
instead of cattle.
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The Painted Dog Conservation Project
in Zimbabwe tries to protect us by
action and education.
They have their own anti poaching
unit which removes snares from the
bush and makes sure poachers are
arrested. If we are badly injured, the
Painted Dog Conservation Project will
take care of us until we recover.
They also monitor our movement and
numbers. To follow my pack members
and I, they have fitted some of us
with reflective collars. I like my
collar as it protects me from snares
and because it is reflective, drivers
will see me sooner when I am crossing
the road in the dark. That way I won‟t
get hit by a car.
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The Painted Dog
Conservation Project
tries to inform as
many people as
possible about
painted dogs like me.
You can help us by supporting the
Painted Dog Conservation Project and
telling other people that we are
endangered and facing extinction.
Check out the Painted Dog
Conservation website to find out more
about us.
www.painteddogconservation.iinet.net.au
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Join the Dots
Level 1-2

1.

Use a pen or pencil and draw a line between the
numbers as you find them.

2. Join dot 1 to dot 2 to dot 3 until you have joined the
dots to dot 65!
3. What can you see?

Level 1-2
Once you have joined the dots, use the key below to help
you colour the picture.

I = brown

II = black

KEYI
III = yellow
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IV = white

Glossary
alpha female: lead female of the pack
anti poaching unit: group of men that patrol
areas to make sure people are not poaching
animals
arrested: taken to a police station for
questioning
bushy: thick and hairy
careless: acting without care
carnivore: an animal that eats meat
den: a hole to provide the pups shelter.
droppings: waste from an animal
duiker: small plain brown antelope
extinction: when an animal dies out and there
are no more of it‟s type left in the world
gestation: the length of time a baby is inside
the mother
home ranges: an area where an animal lives
illegal: against the law
impala: small brown, black and white antelope
inform: tell people about something
kudu: medium sized striped antelope
musky: strong smell
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nomadic:wander from place to place looking
for food and shelter
poach:when an animal is taken from the wild
illegally
prey:an animal that is killed and eaten
regurgitate: to throw up stomach contents
reflective collars:a collar that has special
tape which helps it glow in the dark, so that
the animal can be seen
scavenge:to find and eat anything that is dead
snares:a type of trap used to capture animals
with wire
suckle:when a baby animal drinks milk from its
mother
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Where In The World
Visit www.painteddogconservation.iinet.net.au to find out
where in the world painted dogs live, and colour in the
countries they are found in.
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Painted Dog Conservation Inc
Painted Dog Conservation Incorporated (Australia) was established in October
2003 to provide support for the Painted Dog Research Project in Hwange,
Zimbabwe.
Since that time, Painted Dog Conservation Inc (Australia) has expanded to
Support to the “Wild Dog Project” in Namibia, and the “Zambian Carnivore
Programme” in Zambia.
The aim of this project is to protect painted dogs through action and
education. This is more than necessary as they are facing extinction.
If you would like to help save painted dogs from extinction,
you can support us with a donation to
The Secretary,
Painted Dog Conservation Inc,
PO Box 40, Westminster,Western Australia 6061
Email: lemonj@ozemail.com.au
For more information about the painted dogs, membership and
Painted Dog Conservation Inc you can visit our website
www.painteddogconservation.iinet.net.au
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